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A bit of background

Motivation

- ontological modelling on knowledge graphs using *tuple-generating dependencies (TGDs)*: $\varphi(x, y) \rightarrow \exists z. \psi(x, z)$
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- Some functional dependencies may not hold, but assuming them doesn’t change any (boolean) query answers.
- $\leadsto$ “incidental functional dependencies”
- Query rewriting becomes easier if (some) incidentals are known.
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Now

- What about *incidental TGDs*?
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Undecidability of INCIDENTAL

Theorem

There is a class \( \mathcal{C} \) of sets of TGDs and a full dependency \( \rho \) such that

- BCQ entailment for \( \Sigma \in \mathcal{C} \) is decidable,
- \( \Sigma \cup \{\rho\} \in \mathcal{C} \) for any \( \Sigma \in \mathcal{C} \), and
- checking \( \rho \in \text{ICDT}(\Sigma) \) is undecidable.
There is a class $C$ of sets of TGDs and a full dependency $\rho$ such that
- BCQ entailment for $\Sigma \in C$ is decidable,
- $\Sigma \cup \{\rho\} \in C$ for any $\Sigma \in C$, and
- checking $\rho \in \text{ICDT}(\Sigma)$ is undecidable.

What about incidentals in general?
- Recall: in the finite case, $\rho \in \text{ICDT}(\Sigma)$ iff core $\mathcal{I} \models \rho$
- Is there some universal model that entails all incidental TGDs?
- The core looks like a promising candidate.
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The idea

- Consider a sequence of initial segments of chase sequences (prefixes):
  - apply TGDs to last instance and obtain a longer prefix, or
  - rewrite prefix according to some non-embedding endomorphism between instances \(\sim\) enforce an embedding
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Theorem

*For any set \(\Sigma\) of TGDs, the stable chase \(\mathcal{I}\) of \(\Sigma\) is a core with \(\mathcal{I} \models \Sigma\), \(BCQ(\mathcal{I}) = BCQ(\Sigma)\), and \(\rho \in ICDT(\Sigma)\) iff \(\mathcal{I} \models \rho\) for any full dependency \(\rho\).*

- If \(\Sigma\) has a finite universal model \(\mathcal{J}\), then core \(\mathcal{J} = \mathcal{I}\).
- Beware: Stability of an instance is undecidable.
Conclusion & Outlook

Results

- Incidence is $\Pi_2^0$-complete, and still not in RE even when BCQ entailment is decidable.
- Each set $\Sigma$ of TGDs has a BCQ-equivalent core $I$ with $I \models \text{ICDT}(\Sigma)$.
- The stable chase generalises the core chase to classes that don’t admit finite universal models.
- The stable chase yields a core that characterises the full incidental dependencies.

Future work

- Further generalise the stable chase to characterise all incidentals.
- Investigate complexity of Incidental for decidable classes.
- Design (incomplete) algorithms that compute incidentals.